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Enjoy powerful sound in style: JBL Flip 6 now
available

Amsterdam – 12th November, 2021 – JBL focuses on the details so you can enjoy
powerful sound in style with the JBL Flip 6. Hear every detail with the new audio set up.
Two passive radiators, a powerful racetrack woofer and now a separate tweeter combine for
powerful bass, punchy mids and crystal-clear highs. No detail has been missed in the design
with the new large JBL logo front and centre, tough JBL fabric housing, and the range of ontrend colours. Small changes create a big impact with the JBL Flip 6.

What does all of this mean for you? Just put on your favourite tunes and enjoy. Whatever your
song, your adventure or your style, the Flip 6 is the perfect partner. All you have to do is decide
which of the stunning colour options to go for; Dusty Pink, Grey Stone, River Teal, Fiesta Red,
Ocean Blue, Midnight Black, Steel White, Forest Green, or Squad.
As the perfect companion for powerful sound on the go, the JBL Flip 6 boasts connectivity and
durability. Join forces with your friends to make your sound bigger and better than ever
with PartyBoost and take the party indoors and out with IP67 water and dustproof rating. With
12 hours of playtime, your JBL Flip 6 will last just as long as you do.
JBL is committed to more sustainable, earth-friendly packaging. The Flip 6 is packaged in a
recyclable paper-based box, including the inner tray, and the exterior is printed with soy ink.
The JBL Flip 6 is available in Midnight Black on jbl.com for €139. Fiesta Red, Grey Stone and
Ocean Blue will be available in December 2021 and the remaining colours will be available in
2022.

ABOUT JBL

The JBL brand epitomizes the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like
Woodstock and concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL
products elevate listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every
moment. With 75 years of unmatched professional credentials and industry leading innovation, the JBL brand
expertly blends a bold vision of the future with the passion and talent of engineers and designers around the
globe. JBL’s Signature Professional Sound is the leading technology that powers major pop culture events, and
the brand has partnered with the world’s top talent across music, sports and esports.
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